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• Abstract (300 words):  
The door has a long history as a strategic boundary device used to control points of entry, 
egress or exclusion to a city or inner sanctuary. However, the scenarios which unfold on 
the door-step are seldom used to reflect upon the relationships between people, objects 
and environments in a way that extends ‘experience design’ beyond service design 
frames of reference. The door remains the architectural micro-site of serendipitous social 
interactions, transactions and occasional transgressions but it is also the psychological 
threshold seen, increasingly, in exclusive gated-communities who are security conscious 
and technologically dependent, steeped in anxieties of encroachment in what Smith 
and Topham (2012) described as unwittingly “paving the way for domestic designs that 
imprison free inhabitants in alarmed paradises.” Van Eyck explored the design of the door 
from two distinct faces-inside or out, raising the question of what one would design first. 
This inherent doubleness in the door reflects what Bourdieu, (1977) describes as plane(s) 
in which the world reverses itself…’, the door is presented as an origin point for discussion 
about the experiential city on a threshold (stage-set) in which urban acts and transaction 
play-out as new digital services suggest a new language for the doorway. Signifying 'dual 
phenomena' of outer/inner, public/private interdependencies, simultaneously present 
and absent, the door, despite its ubiquity, is hidden in plain sight, often overlooked in the 
wider urban debate yet presents an interesting context in which to explore how 
experience design plays out at the front door.  
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